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There’s lots of things I don’t talk 
about….because I don’t remember

Communication Matters: 
Expanding Horizons

Elizabeth Oliver, OT, Catholic Homes

Natalie O’Brien, SP, Curtin University

Snapshot

• Why does 
communication matter?

• Speech pathology 
student placements

• Benefits and 
recommendations

Prevalence

• Older people experience communication difficulties 
with higher prevalence

• Over 70% of people living in residential aged care 
have a  communication impairment (Worrall et al; 1993)

• 25% of Australians over 85 have dementia

• Language abilities deteriorate with the progression 
of dementia
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Communication Matters

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WPyp2wNZ08

Quality of Life

Older people with communication difficulties 
experience:

• Feelings of anxiety, depression, frustration and 
reduced self-esteem (SPA, 2015)

• Social isolation, loss of independence, loss of 
autonomy (Yorkston et al., 2010)

• Changes in relationship with loved ones and family 
members (two-way impact)   

The Team

• Communication needs to be supported 
throughout the progression of dementia

• Communication is directly influenced by the 
communication environment

• Speech Pathologists (SP) assess, diagnose and 
treat communication difficulties

• The team can include OTs, Facility Managers, 
Nurses, Care Staff and Families

• Access to SP for people with dementia is limited
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Partnership

• This partnership commenced in 2013

• Involved final year Curtin speech pathology 
students

• Students had a client load of six residents

• The focus was to create sustainable strategies

Communication Profiling

• Use of non-standardised 
methods 

• Strong emphasis on rapport 
building 

• Worked closely with staff 
and families

• Involved a range of 
intervention strategies 

Resource: Screening Tool

Life Story Chat Books

• “A life story book can be the atlas, the compass, the 
guide to finding their self” (Kitwood, 1992).  

• Benefits

• Provides a medium for communication

• Promotes self esteem, well-being and identity

• Can take a variety of formats to match client

• Sustainability: pro-formas provided, family engagement, 
role modelling, ownership transferred

Resource: Life Story Outlines
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Examples

Cork Boards

• Expansion of life story book concept

• Benefits:

• Visible

• Quick and easy to produce and update

• Overcame barriers of books e.g. misplaced, 
not accessed

• Sustainability: design created with facility staff, 
screen for collecting information, pro-formas 
provided, dynamic design

Resources: Corkboard Template

Example

I have a fiancé, Jacqui.

I have many friends that like to visit. You may see Doug 
and Trent around the place. Invite them for a chat too.

My friends and family visit me on the weekend

Things that I might like to talk about:

New York Yankees Baseball, West Coast Eagles  AFL

Cycling

My cat, Mushy

Communication Matters! If I need something, I will ask  you.

There are other ways you can help me to understand. 

You can:

‐speak clearly and slowly
‐ask me yes/no questions

D ’t t th t th thi i t i it diff tl

Sam
Birthday: 18th Feb
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Communication Boards

• Benefits

• Fosters communication

• Reduces frustration

• Low tech – easy to make, adapt

• Can take a variety of formats – size, shape, number of 
items, etc

• Sustainability: designed with residents, staff trained, 
proformas created

• Resources:  http://www.culturaldiversity.com.au/

Example

Example
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Example

Orientation Cards

• A series of prompt cards to improve orientation and 
to reduce repetitive questioning

• Benefits

• Reduces resident distress, consistent 
messages

• Reduced burden and stress on staff

• Sustainability: accessible at all times, tools provided, 
role modelling, staff trained

Example
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Communication Groups

• Benefits

• Improved mental health, cognition, 
communication, well being, sense of identity and 
behaviour.  

• Time and cost effective treatment option

• Format: 1 x wk for 60min, 4-8 residents, 2 facilitators, 
theme selected for each week, multisensory approach 

• Feedback: “it gets you over the rut you’re in”; “it’s nice 
listening to every one else’s stories”

• Sustainability: Program of 40+ sessions created, 
allocated on program, staff trained

• Resource: Communication Group Handover

Example Topic Food

Beginning: Brainstorm

• Brainstorm all the foods you can think of that start with certain 
letters e.g. A = apple, apricot, almonds, apple pie

Middle: Reminiscence

• What are your favourite foods?

• What is your favourite flavour of chocolate?

• What special dishes did you enjoy at Christmas?

• What recipes were you best known for?

• Who did the cooking at your house

End: Food Tasting

• Chocolate tasting – guess the flavour, collect comments and 
preferences

Evaluation

iPads

• Benefits

• Positive impact on mood, behaviour memory 
and engagement

• Growing body of evidence

• Engagement tool, life story/recording, leisure and 
interest, specific skills, shared engagement and 
enjoyment, entertainment, social connection, voice 
output.

• Sustainability: Staff and resident trained, handover 
information provided, technology available

Resource: iPad handout
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iPads

• Music, apps and iPads
• https://fightdementia.org.au/sites/default/files/1200-Morse.pdf

• Alzheimer's Society UK
• http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/site/scripts/documents_info.php?documentID=261

6&pageNumber=3

• Article on iPads and dementia
• http://www.aplaceformom.com/blog/9-reasons-why-ipads-are-good-for-memory-

care-residents/

• Tips for using an iPad with people with dementia
• http://www.nominettrust.org.uk/what-we-support/blogs/8-top-tips-using-ipads-

people-living-dementia

• Apple Q&A forum on iPads and dementia
• https://discussions.apple.com/thread/2588325?tstart=0

• 15 minute sessions, carers taken off the floor in pairs

• Featured:

• Communication Matters video and reflections

• Communication screening

• Interventions: corkboards, life stories, etc

• Role of the carer

• General tips on how to encourage residents to 
communicate

• Q&A

• Total of 24 staff attended

• Enjoyed the small sessions, high level of interaction, 
popular, positive feedback

Staff Training

• To residents

• To families

• To the organisation

• To the students

• To the clinical educator

Benefits
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COMMUNICATION 

=

ENGAGEMENT

= 

PARTICIPATION 

= 

QUALITY OF LIFE

Recommendations 

Ann-Marie Haygarth

Samuel Calder

Bree-Anne Milligan

Brianna Adair

Tess Dromey

Emma Wrobel

Nicola Sheppard

Michelle Saetre-Turner

Rebecca deGraauw

Student Acknowledgements 

Questions and Comments?
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